Although a plethora of techniques are now available for controlling the group velocity of an optical wave packet, there are very few options for creating accelerating or decelerating wave packets whose group velocity varies controllably along the propagation axis. Here we show that 'space-time' wave packets in which each wavelength is associated with a prescribed spatial bandwidth enable the realization of optical acceleration and deceleration in free space. Precise spatio-temporal spectralphase modulation results in changes in the group velocity as high as ∼ 1.2c observed over a distance of ∼ 20 mm in free space, which represents an improvement of ∼ 4 − 5 orders of magnitude over X-waves and Airy pulses. The acceleration implemented is in principle independent of the initial group velocity, which we have verified in both the subluminal and superluminal regimes.
Acceleration refers to the departure from the condition of uniform motion along a straight line. With regards to optical fields, there have been to date only few realizations of acceleration. One example is that of Airy beams traveling in space along curved trajectories [1, 2] , whose acceleration has been recently exploited in inducing synchrotron-like radiation [3] . The other example is that of axially accelerating wave packets -pulses whose group velocity v changes along the propagation axis; e.g., Airy pulses [4, 5] that have displayed a change in group velocity ∆ v ∼ 10 −4 c (c is the speed of light in vacuum) over a distance of ∼ 75 cm in glass [6] (in contrast, Airy pulses in water have produced ∆ v/ v ≈ 0.4 [7] ). Another embodiment of axially accelerating wave packets relies on introducing precise angular dispersion into the wave front of an X-wave [8, 9] as proposed by Clerici et al. [10] , which has yielded accelerations of ∆ v ∼ 10 −3 c and decelerations of ∆ v ∼ 3 × 10 −5 c over distances ∼ 20 cm [11] . To date, only minute relative changes in the group velocity ∆ v/c have thus been realized with optical fields.
Synthesizing axially accelerating optical wave packets is predicated on the ability to control their group velocity. Slow/Fast-light systems can produce significant deviations of the group velocity from c in resonant materials or photonic structures [12] , but not in free space. Although anomalous group-velocity phenomena occur in the focal volume when focusing an ultrashort pulse [13] , we are interested here in wave packets that propagate for extended lengths. A recent alternative pathway for exercising comparable control over the group velocity of an optical wave packet in free space relies on endowing the field with precise spatio-temporal coupling. One strategy is known as the 'flying-focus' [14] [15] [16] that exploits longitudinal chromism to vary the group velocity of a wave packet in the focal volume of a lens, but whose spectrum evolves along the propagation axis. Another strategy is that of 'space-time' (ST) wave packets [17, 18] in which each spatial frequency underlying the transverse spatial profile is coupled to a single wavelength underlying the pulse linewidth [19] [20] [21] [22] , resulting in propagation invariance (diffraction-free and dispersion-free) [9, 23, 24] at an arbitrary group velocity [21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Whereas Xwaves allow for group velocities that differ from c by only ∼ 0.1% in the paraxial regime [32] [33] [34] , ST wave packets exhibit group velocities in the range from 30c to −4c in the paraxial regimes [28] -without the narrowband restrictions typical of slow/fast-light systems [35] . However, ST wave packets travel rigidly in free space at a fixed group velocity, including Airy ST wave packets that travel in a straight line [36] . A major rethinking of the spatio-temporal structure of ST wave packets is therefore required to produce axially accelerating counterparts.
Here we show that sculpting the spatio-temporal spectrum of ST wave packets enables the realization of large axial acceleration. Rather than assigning each spatial frequency with a single wavelength as in propagationinvariant ST wave packets [19, 37] , we assign a variable finite spatial bandwidth to each wavelength, which results in an axially encoded group velocity. We thus realize the concept envisioned by Clerici et al. [10] via spatiotemporal modulation in the spectral domain rather than in physical space. Using this approach we observe groupvelocity changes as large as ∆ v ∼ c over a propagation distance of ∼ 20 mm, representing more than 4 orders-ofmagnitude increase over previous observations. We verify that acceleration and deceleration can be realized in both the subluminal and superluminal regimes. Such novel capabilities in manipulating laser pulses may find applications ranging from nonlinear optics to plasma physics.
ST wave packets can be prepared using the 2D pulsesynthesizer depicted in Fig. 1 . Starting with femtosecond laser pulses, the spectrum is spread in space by a diffraction grating and modulated by a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) placed at the focal plane of a collimat- ing cylindrical lens. In contrast to traditional ultrafast pulse shapers that implement a 1D phase modulation of the spectrum [38] , we implement a 2D phase distribution that serves to assign to each wavelength a single spatial frequency [39] . The retro-reflected wave front is reconstituted by the grating to yield the ST wave packet whose group velocity v can be tuned by modifying the SLM phase distribution to arbitrary values [28] (without violating relativistic causality [40] [41] [42] [43] ). The spatio-temporal spectrum can be measured by a combination of spatial and temporal Fourier transforms (not shown in Fig. 1 ). The spatio-temporal profile of the ST wave packet (temporal bandwidth ∆λ ≈ 1 nm, pulsewidth 2.2 ps at the beam center) and its group delay upon propagation are measured via interference with a reference pulse from the initial Ti:sapphire laser (pulsewidth ∼ 100 fs). When the wave packets overlap in space and time, spatially resolved interference fringes (observed by a CCD camera; Fig. 1 ) from whose visibility we extract the spatio-temporal profile. Axial displacement of the camera results in loss of interference due to the group-velocity mismatch between the ST wave packet (group velocity v) and the reference pulse (group velocity c). The interference can be regained by adjusting the optical delay in the reference arm, from which we obtain the group delay and thence the group velocity v (see [28, 29, 35, 44] for further details).
The concept of propagation-invariant ST wave packets can be elucidated by considering a single transverse coordinate x (field is uniform along y) and an axial coordinate z. The free-space dispersion relationship k 2
x + k 2 z = ( ω c ) 2 holds; where k x is the transverse component of the wave vector (referred to hereon as the 'spatial frequency'), k z is the axial component, and ω is the angular frequency (referred to hereon as the 'temporal frequency'). This relationship corresponds to the surface of the 'light-cone' [Fig. 2(a) ], and a pulsed optical beam of finite spatial and temporal bandwidths is represented by a 2D spectral support domain on its surface. In contrast, the spectral support for a propagation-invariant ST wave packet is a 1D conic section along the intersection of the light-cone with the spectral plane Ω = (k z −k o )c tan θ, whose projection onto the (k z , ω c )-plane is a straight line making an angle θ (the spectral tilt angle) with the k z -axis [ Fig. 2(a) ];
here Ω = ω − ω o , ω o is a fixed temporal frequency, and k o = ωo c the corresponding wave number. The envelope of the field E(x, z; t) = e i(koz−ωot) ψ(x, z; t) is [28] :
corresponding to a wave packet traveling rigidly at a group velocity v = ∂ω ∂kz = c tan θ. Here k x is not an independent variable, but is instead related to Ω and θ through k x = 2ω o Ω(1 − n)/c, where n = cot θ = c/ v is the group index. The spectral tilt angle θ can be readily tuned experimentally by judicious design of the SLM phase distribution [ Fig. 2(b) ], resulting in ST wave packets with prescribed group velocity [28, 29, 44] .
Consider now two propagation-invariant ST wave packets of fixed group velocities v 1 = c tan θ 1 and v 2 = c tan θ 2 realized by implementing the phase patterns that instantiate the spectral tilt angles θ 1 and θ 2 [Fig. 2(b) ]. In each case, the spectral projection onto the (k x , ω c )plane is a curve, and onto the (k z , ω c )-plane a straight line making angles θ 1 or θ 2 with the k z -axis, respectively [ Fig. 2(c) ]. In contrast, the group velocity of an accelerating ST wave packet changes from an initial value v 1 at z = 0 to v 2 at z = L: v(z) = v 1 + ( v 2 − v 1 )z/L = c/ n(z); i.e., the wave packet has an effective group index that changes along z. To synthesize such a wave packet, we express the relationship between its spatial and temporal frequencies by the ansatz k x (Ω, z) = 2ω o Ω(1 − n(z))/c. Consequently, each temporal frequency Ω is now associated not with a single spatial frequency (a condition necessary for propagation invariance), but instead with a finite Ω-dependent bandwidth of spatial frequencies that extends over the span [k x (Ω, z = 0), k x (Ω, z = L)]. The envelope for the accelerating ST wave packet is given by
where h(k x , Ω) imposes a Ω-dependent spatial band-width. Such a configuration can be realized experimentally by chirping the phase distribution associated with each temporal frequency to correspond to this requisite span of spatial frequencies [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Indeed, using this approach one may realize a ST wave packet accelerating between any two terminal group velocities (accelerating when v 2 > v 1 and decelerating when v 2 < v 1 ). The spectral projection onto the (k x , ω c ) plane is a 2D domain bounded by the 1D curves corresponding to the ST wave packets of the terminal group velocities v 1 and v 2 [Fig. 2(c) ]. Similarly, the projection onto the (k z , ω c )plane is a 2D domain bounded by straight lines making angles θ 1 and θ 2 with the k z -axis.
By implementing the appropriate SLM phase distributions experimentally, we obtain the measurement results plotted in Fig. 3 . We set θ 1 = 60 • and θ 2 = 50 • , which corresponds to a deceleration from v 1 ≈ 1.73c to v 2 ≈ 1.19c. The time-averaged intensity I(x, z) = dt|ψ(x, z; t)| 2 captured by a CCD camera scanned along z [ Fig. 1 ] is provided in Fig. 3(a) for three ST wave packets: propagation-invariant wave packets traveling at v 1 and v 2 , and a decelerating wave packet ( v 1 → v 2 ). The axial evolution of the intensity profile shows diffractionfree behavior for all three wave packets over an extended range, with the range for the decelerating wave packet (48 mm) intermediate between the terminal constant-v wave packets (36 mm for θ 1 = 60 • and 145 mm for θ 2 = 50 • [44] ). Next, time-resolved measurements are carried out along z to assess the group delay and local group ve-locity. We plot in Fig. 3(b) the spatio-temporal profile I(x, z; τ ) = |ψ(x, z; τ )| 2 at two axial positions (z = 5 mm and 25 mm) for each wave packet. The group delay incurred over this distance for the ST wave packet traveling at v 1 is 38 ps, and for that traveling at v 2 is 55 ps, which are consistent with the values of the group velocities and propagation distance, ∆z v1 and ∆z v2 , respectively (∆z = 20 mm). The group delay for the decelerating wave packet lies between the values associated with wave packets traveling at the terminal group velocities. Measurements of the spectral projections onto the (k x , ω c ) and (k z , ω c ) planes confirm that the synthesized ST wave packets reproduce the target spatio-temporal spectral structure. Projections onto the (k x , ω c ) plane are 1D parabolic curves for the constant-v wave packets and is a 2D domain for the decelerating wave packet bounded by the 1D curves for the constant-v limits. Projections onto the (k z , ω c ) plane are straight lines for the constantv wave packets (making angles of 60 • and 50 • with the k z -axis), and a wedge-like domain extending between 60 • and 50 • for the decelerating wave packet.
To ascertain that the synthesized ST wave packets accelerate and decelerate at the prescribed rates, we plot in Fig. 4 the measured differential group delay obtained at 5-mm axial intervals and the estimated local group velocity. We plot the group delay with respect to a frame of reference moving at the initial speed v 1 . Therefore the initial group delay is zero in all cases (and remains zero for constant-v wave packets), and the subsequent group delays are positive for decelerating wave packets and negative for accelerating wave packets. Moreover, the data in Fig. 4 serves also to confirm that acceleration can be realized in both the subluminal (θ < 45 • ) and superluminal (θ > 45 • ) regimes [37] . In all cases, we find that the group delay follows a parabolic dependence and the group velocity a linear dependence along z, as expected for linearly accelerating and decelerating wave packets.
We first present in Fig. 4 (a) measurements for subluminal decelerating ∆ v = −0.07c (θ 1 = 40 • → θ 2 = 30 • , v 1 = 0.84c → v 2 = 0.58c) and accelerating ∆ v = 0.09c (30 • → 43 • , 0.58c → 0.93c) wave packets. Next we present in Fig. 4(b) Fig. 4(c) further measurements for superluminal decelerating ∆ v = −1.18c (82 • → 70 • , 7.12c → 2.74c) and accelerating ∆ v = 0.56c (70 • → 82 • , 2, 74c → 7.12c) wave packets, which exceeds a 4-orders-of-magnitude enhancement with respect to previously reported measurements [6, 11] .
We note that the synthesized accelerating ST wave packets fall short of the targeted terminal group velocities due to the finite pixel size and number of pixels of the SLM that limit the achievable chirping rate in the requisite phase distribution. This is associated with pulse distortion in the accelerating ST wave packets (compared to the rigid propagation of the constant-v wave packets); see Fig. 3 vided in the Supporting Materials. This limitation can be alleviated by utilizing lithographically inscribed phase plates of higher spatial resolution and larger size [45] [46] [47] [48] .
In conclusion we have synthesized ST wave packets that accelerate and decelerate in free space for record changes in the group velocity extending to ∆ v ∼ 1.2c over a propagation distance of ∼ 20 mm. The achieved accelerations are at least 4 orders-of-magnitude larger than previously reported (larger ∆ v/c over smaller distances). The approach outlined here is quite general and in principle can be utilized to produce other axial acceleration profiles (such as sub-linear or super-linear acceleration), or combined acceleration and deceleration over prescribed axial domains. By synthesizing multiple copropagating ST wave packets in the same or different spectral windows [35] , co-propagating pulses can be arranged to collide once or multiple times over the course their propagation. These results may pave the way to new sources of radiation [3] , acceleration of charged particles [49] , and novel phase-matching schemes in nonlinear optics [50] and plasma interactions [51] . Ackowledgments.-This work was funded by the U.S. Office of Naval Research (ONR) under contracts N00014-17-1-2458 and N00014-19-1-2192.
